EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Lightyear Safety Footwear
C/O Rodo Limited
M43 7BU
United Kingdom

Rodo Limited, manufacturer of the below reference product
hereby declares that the product:

BX-350 - LIGHTYEAR CHAMPION TRAINER

Is in conformity with provisions of regulation EU 2016/425 and where in such case the national standard transposing harmonised standard:

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC

Is identical to the P.P.E which is subject of EU certificate
No. LEC FI00372202 (Extension of certificate LEC FI00371612) issued by:

ITS Testing Services (UK) Ltd,
Meridian Business Park
Leicester, LE19 1WD
United Kingdom

Signed: ............ Title: ............
Date: 28-2-2019
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